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RINGS WHOSE QUASI-INJECTIVE
MODULES ARE INJECTTVE

K. A. BYRD

Abstract. A ring R is called a V-ring, respectively SSI-ring,

respectively QH-ring if simple, respectively semisimple, respectively

quasi-injective, right Ä-modules are injective. We show that R is

SSI if and only if R is a right noetherian V-ring and that any

SSI-ring is a finite ring direct sum of simple SSI-rings. We show

that if R is left noetherian and SSI then R is QII provided R is

hereditary and that in order for R to be hereditary it suffices

that maximal right ideals of R be reflexive. An example of Cozzens

is cited to show these rings need not be artinian.

The rings R which have the property that quasi-injective right R-

modules are injective (herein called QII-rings) have been little mentioned

in the literature though related classes of rings have been extensively

examined. Consider the classes of R-modules consisting of (1) all R-

modules, (2) injective R-modules, (3) projective R-modules, (4) quasi-

injective R-modules, and (5) quasi-projective R-modules. Of all the

nontrivial inclusions one can assume between two of these classes, all but

one has been shown to characterize the ring R as either semisimple

artinian, quasi-Frobenius, or uniserial. That one excepted is the class of

QII-rings whose internal structure, it seems, has not been completely

determined.

This paper does not attempt a general structure theorem but investi-

gates the connection between QII-rings and rings whose semisimple right

modules are injective (SSI-rings). Clearly every QII-ring is an SSI-ring.

We show that SSI-rings are the same as right noetherian, V-rings and

that an SSI-ring is a finite ring direct sum of simple SSI-rings. Finally,

it is shown that a left noetherian, right SSI-ring which is hereditary is a

QII-ring and that for such a ring to be hereditary it suffices that maximal

right ideals be reflexive.
All rings are assumed to be associative rings with identity and all

modules are unital, right modules unless otherwise indicated. V, SSI,

and QII refer to the appropriate condition on the right modules of the

ring.
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1. V-rings and SSI-rings. A ring R is called a (right) V-ring if every

simple, right .R-module is injective. R is called an SSI-ring if every semi-

simple, right i?-module is injective.

The following theorem is generally attributed to Villamayor.

Theorem (Villamayor).    The following are equivalent:

(1) R is a V-ring.

(2) Every right ideal of R is the intersection of the maximal right ideals

which contain it.

(3) For every right R-module M, Rad M=0.

Proof. (1) implies (3). Let M be a nonzero right i?-module. If O^xeM,

let Kx be a maximal along the submodules of M which exclude x. Then

M\KX is uniform since every nonzero submodule contains the module

(xR+Kx)/Kx generated by x+Kx. Since (xR+Kx)/Kx is simple, it is

injective and a direct summand of M\KX. Thus M\Kx=(xR-\-Kx)\Kx and

Kx is a maximal submodule of M. It follows that Jc^Rad M. Thus

Rad M=0.
(3) implies (2). Given a right ideal I, Rad Ä//=0.
(2) implies (1). Let 5 be simple, / a right ideal of R and <p an i?-homo-

morphism of I into S. We need to extend ^ to a mapping of R into S.

We may assume <b is epi and replace <j> by the canonical epimorphism

it':I^l\K, ir'(i)=i+K, where K=Ker tf>, 7/A~S. It suffices to extend n'

to R. (2) implies Rad R/K=0 and since I/K is simple there is a maximal

submodule MjK of RjK such that I¡K®M¡K=R¡K. The canonical

epimorphism tt:R-*-R/K composed with the projection onto I¡K then

extends ir'.

Note that any V-ring is Jacobson semisimple and hence semiprime.

Proposition 1. R is an SSI-ring if and only if R is a right noetherian

V-ring.

Proof.    A right noetherian V-ring is clearly an SSI-ring.

Let R be an SSI-ring and /„c/jC/jC-• • be a strictly ascending

sequence of right ideals. Since R is a V-ring we can find right ideals Mk such

that /fc-iSA/fcC/fc and IJMk is simple. Let 7= U/*. The canonical epi-

morphisms l^*-I\Mk together with the projections l\Mk-*+Ik\Mk (which

exist since IJMk is a direct summand of I\Mk) compose to give epimor-

phisms 77-j.:/-»»- IJMk such that if xeij then 7rfc(x)=0 for &>/ Thus the t^'s

induce a map, 7r:7->-TT IJMk, of I into the coproduct of the Ik¡Mk's.

Extending 7r to a map of R into ¡_J IJMk we see that Im 7r is contained in

H"=l Ik¡Mk for some integer n. Since tt^^^O for xeIk—Mk we see that

our sequence has length ^«. (This argument is adapted from [5].)

Corollary.    A commutative SSI-ring is semisimple artinian.
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Proof. Kaplansky has shown that a commutative ring is a V-ring

if and only if it is regular. It is well known that a noetherian, regular

ring is semisimple artinian.

Corollary. If Ris a V-ring then any artinian R-module is noetherian.

If R is an SSI-ring then an R-module is artinian if and only if it is semi-

simple affinité length.

Proof. If R is a V-ring and M is a nonzero R-module we can find a

maximal proper submodule Mx. Repeating this process we generate a

chain M=> Mx=> M¡p • • • which terminates, if M is artinian, in a com-

position series for M.

The second statement is immediate since if R is SSI and M is artinian

then its socle, Soc M, is injective and essential in M. So Af=Soc M.

An R-module M is said to be divisible if Mr—M for every regular

element r of R. Injective modules are divisible.

A ring R is said to be right Goldie if R has ascending chain condition

on both complement right ideals and annihilator right ideals.

Theorem (Faith).   IfR is aprime, right Goldie V-ring then R is simple.

Proof. Goldie [4] proved that an essential right ideal of a semiprime

right Goldie ring contains a regular element. If / is a nonzero two-sided

ideal then for any nonzero right ideal K of R we have that since R is

prime 0#AT/£/nAT. Thus / is essential. / cannot be proper since, if so,

we could find a maximal right ideal M 2/. Thus taking r regular in /,

(R¡M)r=0, so R/M is not divisible and R is not a V-ring.

It is not hard to see that Faith's result means that, in a right Goldie

V-ring, prime ideals are the same as maximal ideals.

Proposition 2. Any right Goldie V-ring is a finite ring direct sum of

simple rings.

Proof. It is well known that if R is a semiprime, right Goldie ring then

the set S of maximal annihilator ideals of two-sided ideals of R is a finite

set of prime ideals with zero intersection. Each of these ideals is maximal

by Faith's result. Taking {Mi\i=\, ••-,«} to be a subset of S with

irredundant zero intersection the usual map R>-*]~["=1 R/A/i( n->(r+Mx,

r+M2, • • • , r+Mn) is a ring isomorphism. (It is epi since R=Mi+

f*li#< Mj for each i.)
There are nonartinian SSI-rings. In [3] Cozzens has given a simple,

noncommutative domain which has all its one-sided ideals principal and

is a V-ring but not a division ring. Cozzens' example is a nonartinian

SSI-ring. Cozzens' ring is also QII (see [2]) and, in fact, both left and

right QII.
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2. Noetherian hereditary V-rings are QII. In the following R is assumed

to be left and right noetherian. Then "left hereditary" and "right

hereditary" are equivalent conditions and we simply use the term

"hereditary."

If R is a right Goldie semiprime ring then every R-module M has a

torsion submodule Mt where Mt={meM\mr=0 for some regular reR}=

{meM\mI=0 for some essential right ideal /}. The torsion submodule is,

in this case, the same as the right singular submodule of R. E. Johnson.

If M is torsion-free, i.e. Mt=0, and divisible then one can extend the

R-module structure of M to make M a g-module where Q is the right

classical quotient ring of R. For since M is divisible then given meM and

b regular in R there is m'eM such that m=m'b and since Mt—0, m' is

unique. Letting m'—mb'1 defines the g-module structure on M. The

following lemma is well known.

Lemma. If R is semiprime, right Goldie and M is torsion-free and

divisible then M is injective.

Proof. Given an R-homomorphism </> : I-*M where /isa right ideal

of R we extend ^ to a mapping of IQ into M by defining <¡}x(ib"1)=

<£(i')è-1 for iel and b regular in R. Since IQ is a direct summand of Q

we can extend <f>x to a map <f>2 of Q into M. The restriction of 4>2 to R is

the desired extension of <j>.

Recall that if M is a right R-module then M* = Y\omR(M, R) is a left

R-module and there is a natural /?-homomorphism <SjJ/:A/-^A/** =

Homie(M*, R) given by m*dM(m)=m*m if meM and m*eM*. M is

called reflexive when ôM is an isomorphism [1].

If R is a right Goldie, semiprime ring, and K is a right ideal of R and

if k*eK* then thinking of k* as a mapping of A' in Q, the right quotient

ring, since QR is injective there is a qeQ so that k*k=qk for all keK.

If K is essential then, since Q is torsion-free, this establishes an iso-

morphism K*^{qeO\qK^R}.

Proposition 3. If R is a left and right noetherian V-ring then the

following are equivalent :

(1) R is hereditary.

(2) Maximal right ideals are reflexive.

(3) If I is an essential right ideal then R/I is artinian.

(4) Every divisible R-module is injective.

Proof.   Note if K is an essential right ideal we can identify

K* = {q e Q | qK £ R}   and   K** = {q e Q | K*q £ R}

where Q is the left and right quotient ring of R.
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(1) implies (2). (1) implies that right ideals are project!ve and it is well

known that finitely generated projeciive modules are reflexive.

(2) implies (3). Let /0=>/j=>/j=>- • • be a strictly descending sequence

of right ideals each containing the essential right ideal /. Then Ifzlf+1.

Let xelj—lj+1. Since R is a V-ring there is a maximal right ideal M2 7m

and such that x$M. If 7*=7*+1 then xeIjçI**=I*?1çM**=M, a

contradiction. Thus we have always 73*c/*+1. If r is a regular element of I

then rRcI so (rR)*=Rr-12l*2l* for ally. So 7*c:/1*c- • • is a strictly

ascending sequence of 7?-submoduIes of the noetherian module Rr~l. It

must be finite and then /(PAs* * ' is finite. It follows that R/I is artinian

when I is an essential right ideal.

(3) implies (4). Let M be a nonzero torsion module, i.e. M=Mt. Then

if meM, mR^RjI where / is the annihilator right ideal of m, and I is

essential. mR is thus artinian and therefore semisimple since R is SSI.

Since M=ym€M mR, M is semisimple. Thus for every 7?-module M,

Mt is an injective, semisimple module. So M=Mt®M0 for some sub-

module M0 which is torsion-free. If M is divisible so is M0^M¡Mt. Then

by the lemma, M0 is injective and then so is M.

(A) implies (1). Since divisibility is equivalent to injectivity and factor

modules of divisible modules are always divisible then factor modules of

injective modules are injective.

The proof "(2) implies (3)" owes a great deal to Webber [7] who proved

(1) implies (3) without assuming R is a V-ring.

Note that Af,s Soc M always and M(=Soc M if and only if Soc 7?=0

which is the only interesting case anyway.

Proposition 4. A left and right noetherian hereditary V-ring R is a

QII-ring.

Proof. By Proposition 1 we may assume R is a simple ring. For any

right ideal K of R, Kç K*K^ R and K*K is a two-sided ideal of R. Thus
for any nonzero right ideal K we have K*K=R. Thus any nonzero right

ideal K is a generator of the category Mod R of right 7?-modules. Since

K is finitely generated and projective it is a progenerator and it follows

that if 5=EndÄ K is the ring of /ü-endomorphisms of K then Mod R is

Morita equivalent to Mod S. Thus the proposition is true for R if and

only if it is true for some S=EndR K, K a nonzero right ideal.

Taking K to be a uniform right ideal we see that we may assume R is an

Ore domain. By Proposition 3, (3) RU is semisimple unless 7=0. From

[6] we see that the indecomposable injective 7?-modules are either simple

or isomorphic to QR, the injective hull of RR. Q is the right and left

quotient ring of R and is a division ring. If M is a quasi-injective R-

module then it is a direct sum of indecomposable quasi-injectives, M=

IlieJ Mj, where the injective hull of M¡ is either simple (in which case
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it is M¡) or QR. But QR has no proper quasi-injective submodule since

such a module would be a Q—R submodule of the Q—R bimodule Q,

i.e. a left ideal of Q. Thus M is a coproduct of modules each either simple

or isomorphic to QR, so M is injective.

Corollary. If R is a left noetherian V-ring whose right ideals are

principal then R is a QII-ring.

Proof. Note if Soc R^O then since R is semiprime and Soc R is

injective as an R-module then Soc R is a two-sided ideal direct summand

of R. So R is the direct product of a semisimple artinian ring and a ring

with zero socle. Thus we may consider R to have zero socle.

Since maximal right ideals are principal and essential it follows that

each maximal right ideal is generated by a regular element of R and is

therefore free. Then certainly maximal right ideals are reflexive. The corol-

lary now follows from Proposition 3 and Proposition 4.

It should be made clear that the author is unaware of any examples of

nonartinian SSI-rings other than those of Cozzens [3] and, of course,

those Morita-equivalent to such rings. Thus I have no example of an

SSI-ring which is not also left noetherian and hereditary.
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